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1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Platform: PlayStation 3. For Niko Belic, fresh off the boat from Europe. It's the
hope he can escape his past. For his cousin, Roman, it is the vision that together they can find
fortune in Liberty City, gateway to the land of opportunity. As they slip into debt and are
dragged into a criminal underworld by a series of shysters, thieves and sociopaths, they
discover that the reality is very different from the dream in a city that worships money and
status, and is heaven for those who have them an a living nightmare for those who don't.
Metascore: User Score: 7. Los Santos is a vast, sun-soaked metropolis full of self-help gurus,
starlets and once-important, formerly-known-as celebrities. The city was once the envy of the
Western world, but is now struggling to stay afloat in an era of economic uncertainty and reality
TV. Amidst the chaos, three unique criminals plot their own chances of survival and success:
Franklin, a former street gangster in search of real opportunities and serious cheddar; Michael,
a professional ex-con whose retirement is a lot less rosy than he hoped it would be; and Trevor,
a violent maniac driven by the chance of a cheap high and the next big score. Quickly running
out of options, the crew risks it all in a sequence of daring and dangerous heists that could set
them up for life. User Score: 8. Down on his luck, Drake is lured back into the treacherous world
of thieves and mercenary treasure-seekers he had sought to leave behind. Caught in a web of
deception and plunged into an increasingly deadly pursuit that tests the limits of his endurance,
Drake will be forced to risk everything - but has his luck finally run out? Developed by
Rocksteady Studios, Batman: Arkham City builds upon the intense, atmospheric foundation of
Batman: Arkham Asylum, sending players soaring into Arkham City, the new maximum security
"home" for all of Gotham City's thugs, gangsters and insane criminal masterminds. Set inside
the heavily fortified walls of a sprawling district in the heart of Gotham City, this highly
anticipated sequel introduces a brand-new story that draws together a new all-star cast of
classic characters and murderous villains from the Batman universe, as well as a vast range of
new and enhanced gameplay features to deliver the ultimate experience as the Dark Knight. In
LittleBigPlanet Players meet on a blue and green planet scattered with individual plots â€” and
use their character's amazing abilities to play, create and share what they build with other
gamers throughout the world via the Playstation Network. There are places to explore, creative
resources to collect and puzzles to solve â€” all requiring a combination of brains and
collaborative teamwork. As soon as players begin their creative skills will grow and they will
soon be ready to start creating and modifying their surroundings â€” the first step to sharing
them with the whole community. Characters have the power to move anything in this glued and
stitched-together 3D landscape; they have the power to design, shape and build both objects
and entire locations for others to view and play. Creativity is part of the gameplay experience
and playing is part of the creative experience. Players can make their world as open or as
secretive to explore as they like. User Score: 6. Developed by Rockstar San Diego, as a follow
up to the hit game Red Dead Revolver, Red Dead Redemption is a Western epic, set at the turn
of the 20th century when the lawless and chaotic badlands began to give way to the expanding
reach of government and the spread of the Industrial Age. The story of former outlaw, John
Marston, Red Dead Redemption takes players on a great adventure across the American
frontier. Utilizing Rockstar's proprietary Rockstar Advanced Game Engine RAGE , Red Dead
Redemption features an open-world environment for players to explore, including frontier
towns, rolling prairies teeming with wildlife, and perilous mountain passes - each packed with
an endless flow of varied distractions. Twenty years after a pandemic radically transformed
known civilization, infected humans run amuck and survivors kill one another for sustenance
and weapons - literally whatever they can get their hands on. Joel, a salty survivor, is hired to
smuggle a fourteen-year-old girl, Ellie, out of a rough military quarantine, but what begins as a
simple job quickly turns into a brutal journey across the country. User Score: 9. Portal 2 is the
sequel to the title named "Game of the Year" by over 30 publications around the world. Portal 2

promises to break new ground in next generation gaming by expanding the award-winning
recipe of innovative gameplay, immersive story, and creative inclusion of music while also
introducing multiplayer co-op game modes. Once conceived as a floating symbol of American
ideals at a time when the United States was emerging as a world power, Columbia has been
dispatched to distant shores with great fanfare by a captivated public. What begins as a brand
new endeavor of hope turns drastically wrong as the city soon disappears into the clouds to
whereabouts unknown. The player assumes the role of former Pinkerton agent Booker DeWitt,
sent to the lost city to rescue Elizabeth, a young woman imprisoned there since childhood. He
develops a relationship with Elizabeth, augmenting his abilities with hers so the pair may
escape from a city that is literally falling from the sky. DeWitt must learn to fight foes in
high-speed Sky-Line battles, engage in combat both indoors and amongst the clouds, and
engage the power of dozens of new weapons and abilities. Modern Warfare 2 continues the
gripping and heart-racing action as players face off against a new threat dedicated to bringing
the world to the brink of collapse. An entirely new gameplay mode which supports 2-player
co-operative play online that is unique from the single player story campaign. Special Ops pits
players into a gauntlet of time-trial and objective-based missions. Rank-up as players unlock
new Special Ops missions, each more difficult. Missions include highlights from the single
player campaign, fan favorites from Call of Duty 4: Modern Warfare and all new, exclusive
missions. Setting a new bar for online multiplayer, Modern Warfare 2 multiplayer delivers new
capabilities, customization, gamestates and modes, including: Create-a-Class Evolved. Riot
Shields. Perk Upgrades. Bling Dual Attachments. Accolades Post match reports. Mixed with
explosive action, Call of Duty 4: Modern Warfare also delivers special effects, including use of
depth of field, rim-lighting, character self-shadowing, real time post-processing, texture
streaming as well as physics-enabled effects. Infinity Ward deployed a dedicated team from the
start to deliver a new level of depth to multiplayer. Building on the hit "Call of Duty 2" online
experience, Call of Duty 4: Modern Warfare's new multiplayer provides the community an
addictive and accessible experience to gamers of all levels. Going beyond "run and gun
corridors," "monster-closet AIs" and static worlds, BioShock creates a living, unique and
unpredictable FPS experience. After your plane crashes into icy uncharted waters, you discover
a rusted bathysphere and descend into Rapture, a city hidden beneath the sea. Constructed as
an idealistic society for a hand picked group of scientists, artists and industrialists, the idealism
is no more. Now the city is littered with corpses, wildly powerful guardians roam the corridors
as little girls loot the dead, and genetically mutated citizens ambush you at every turn. Take
control of your world by hacking mechanical devices, commandeering security turrets and
crafting unique items critical to your very survival. Upgrade your weapons with ionic gels,
explosives and toxins to customize them to the enemy and environment. Genetically modify
your body through dozens of Plasmid Stations scattered throughout the city, empowering you
with fantastic and often grotesque abilities. Explore a living world powered by Ecological A.
Experience truly next generation graphics that vividly illustrate the forlorn art deco city,
highlighted by the most detailed and realistic water effects ever developed in a video game.
Make meaningful choices and mature decisions, ultimately culminating in the grand question:
do you exploit the innocent survivors of Rapture The Mass Effect trilogy is an emotionally
charged science fiction adventure set in a vast universe filled with dangerous alien life and
mysterious, uncharted planets. In Mass Effect 2, players will once again step into the role of the
heroic Commander Shepard, commanding their crew of some of the most dangerous operatives
from across the galaxy on a mission so challenging that it's potentially suicidal. Featuring
intense shooter action, a rich futuristic storyline, space exploration and emotionally engaging
character interaction, the game delivers an unparalleled cinematic experience. Characters and
environments are rendered in high definition 3D, while the game is played in the classic Street
Fighter 2D perspective with additional 3D camera flourishes. Six-button controls for the game
return, with a host of new special moves and features integrated into the input system. Street
Fighter IV also incorporates state of the art online match making and worldwide online
gameplay. Mixing classic genre-defining game mechanics the franchise is known and loved for
with all-new, never-before-seen gameplay systems, Street Fighter IV brings a brand new fighting
game to fans the world over. With the inclusion of Capcom's latest advancements in new
generation technology, Street Fighter IV promises to deliver an extraordinary experience that
will re-introduce the world to the time-honoured art of virtual martial arts. New special moves
that go beyond any Street Fighter fan's wildest imagination, including Focus attacks, Super
Combos, and the revenged-fueled Ultra Combo system. Classic Street Fighter characters
recreated for a new generation of gamers, including the original cast of Street Fighter II. New
brawlers: female super-spy Crimson Viper, lucha libre wrestler El Fuerte, mixed martial artist
Abel and more. New gameplay elements provide new challenges for both newcomers and the

most seasoned Street Fighter pro. Online gameplay features, including instantaneous online
challenges, versus mode, tournament mode, and world wide online gameplay. Metal Gear Solid
4: Guns of the Patriots features an aging and exhausted Solid Snake in the middle of a futuristic
battlefield. In spite of his failing body, Snake is equipped with a crucial new device tentatively
known as "OctoCamo," a high-tech suit that dynamically transforms its texture based on
Snake's surroundings. This revolutionary new gameplay mechanic allows him to seamlessly
blend into the environment, providing him with the means to stalk his enemies like never before.
This latest chapter in Hideo Kojima's legendary tactical espionage actin series marks the return
of several characters from previous Metal Gear Solid games including Revolver Ocelot, Meryl
Silverburgh, Naomi Hunter and Raiden, and features an unforgettable story that depicts the
desperate state of the future as seen through the eyes of an older Solid Snake. Oblivion is a
single-player game that takes place in Tamriel's capital province, Cyrodiil. You are given the
task of finding the hidden heir to a throne that sits empty, the previous emperor having been
killed by an unknown assassin. With no true Emperor, the gates to Oblivion the equivalent of
hell in the world of Tamriel open, and demons begin to invade Cyrodiil and attack its people and
towns. It's up to you to find the lost heir to the throne and unravel the sinister plot that threatens
to destroy all of Tamriel. In keeping with the Elder Scrolls tradition, players have the option to
experience the main quest at their own pace, and there are plenty of opportunities to explore the
vast world and make your own way. Numerous factions can be joined, such as the thieves or
mages guilds, and each contains its own complete storyline and the chance to rise to the head
of the faction and reap further rewards. Oblivion features a groundbreaking new AI system,
called Radiant AI, which gives non-player characters NPCs the ability to make their own choices
based on the world around them. They decide where to eat or who to talk to and what they say.
They sleep, go to church, and even steal items, all based on their individual characteristics. Full
facial animations and lip-synching, combined with full speech for all dialog, allows NPCs to
come to life like never before. In each world, you have a different power to affect the way time
behaves, including the ability to rewind, create parallel realities and utilize time dilation to
overcome the many obstacles in your path. There is no filler in this game; every puzzle shows
you something new and interesting about the game world. Earth is burning. Striking from
beyond known space, a race of terrifying machines have begun their destruction of the human
race. As Commander Shepard, an Alliance Marine, the only hope for saving mankind is to rally
the civilizations of the galaxy and launch one final mission to take back the Earth. User Score: 5.
Skyrim reimagines the open-world fantasy epic, bringing to life a complete virtual world open
for you to explore any way you choose. Play any type of character you can imagine, and do
whatever you want; the legendary freedom of choice, storytelling, and adventure of The Elder
Scrolls is realized like never before. Skyrim's new game engine brings to life a complete virtual
world with rolling clouds, rugged mountains, bustling cities, lush fields, and ancient dungeons.
Choose from hundreds of weapons, spells, and abilities. The new character system allows you
to play any way you want and define yourself through your actions. Battle ancient dragons like
you've never seen. As Dragonborn, learn their secrets and harness their power for yourself. Set
in the realm of brutal Greek mythology, God of War III is a single-player game which allows
players to take on the climatic role of the ex-Spartan warrior, Kratos, as he scales through the
intimidating heights of Mt. Olympus and the dark depths of Hell to seek revenge on those who
have betrayed him. A search for the fabled "Atlantis of the Sands" propels fortune hunter
Nathan Drake on a trek into the heart of the Arabian Desert. When the terrible secrets of this lost
city are unearthed, Drake's quest descends into a desperate bid for survival that strains the
limits of his endurance and forces him to confront his deepest fears. The follow-up to Street
Fighter IV further redefines the fighting game genre with classic 2D Street Fighter fighting
action, a host of new and returning characters, more advanced online gameplay, new ultra
combos and much more. The impressive new roster includes classic combatants from previous
Street Fighter games like T. Hawk as well as all-new characters such as the mysterious and
deadly female fighter, Juri. Super Street Fighter IV adds new Ultra Combos and advancements
to the state of the art online matchmaking and online gameplay introduced in Street Fighter IV
with numerous additional features. Super Street Fighter IV takes many of the groundbreaking
features introduced in Street Fighter IV and refines everything to deliver the ultimate vision of
Street Fighter to fans the world over. Play together in your living room or across the world!
Major record labels and leading music publishers have signed on to provide unrivaled access to
master recordings and legendary rock artists â€” from punk, metal and alternative to classic
and southern rock. Full support for downloadable content delivers never-ending challenges.
New content will be available every week. Metallica has signed on to offer several tracks as
digitally-distributed game levels for Rock Band as well as "Enter Sandman" for the Rock Band
ship disc. Create your own rock avatar! Mold a unique rocker using Rock Band's character

creator. Chose from gender, body shape, face, hair, clothes, tattoos and signature moves.
Drumming in the spotlight! Showcase a real drum solo with Rock Band's freestyle drum fill
windows featured in each song. Break out your own rhythm and style as anything goes! Ad-lib
your own words or shout to the crowd to raise the rock intensity of the performance. Band
mates can fail out of a song for poor performance, but the band still plays on. Rescue your
failing mate by busting out signature moves and blistering solos to wow the crowd with
showmanship. Enter the world of Journey, the third game from indie developers
thatgamecompany creators of "flOw" and "Flower". You wake alone and surrounded by miles of
burning, sprawling desert, and soon discover the looming mountaintop which is your goal.
Faced with rolling sand dunes, age-old ruins, caves and howling winds, your passage will not
be an easy one. The goal is to get to the mountaintop, but the experience is discovering who
you are, what this place is, and what is your purpose. Travel and explore this ancient,
mysterious world alone, or with a stranger you meet along the way. Soar above ruins and glide
across sands as you discover the secrets of a forgotten civilization. Several new modes will
also be available to test a player's pellet-munching aptitude. In Time Attack Mode, players will
vie for the quickest clear time. Fulfill a series of objectives in Mission Mode or compete to
devour the most number of ghosts gobbled in Ghost Mode. Rock Band 2 builds upon its
foundation as the first music game to introduce co-operative band gameplay, multiple
instruments, a robust online multiplayer experience, an unrivaled offering of downloadable
content and raises the bar by delivering an entirely new level of depth, connectivity, authenticity
and features including: Backwards compatibility with Rock Band downloadable music content.
All previously purchased tracks immediately load into your Rock Band 2 song list. No need to
re-purchase or re-download. The biggest and most diverse soundtrack ever featuring some of
rock's most prolific acts, comprised entirely of master recordings. Major new and dynamic
online modes that connect the entire Rock Band community in more ways than ever before both
locally and globally. More variety of instrument choices than ever before with new and improved
drum and guitar peripherals, enhanced functionality and innovative new designs - all fully
compatible with the original Rock Band instruments. Media Molecule and Sony Europe are
already working on a follow-up to their critically acclaimed platformer. Rock Band returns with
another iteration of the popular music game featuring new songs and instruments. On the pitch,
critical gameplay fundamentals have been enhanced to ensure that FIFA Soccer 10 mirrors
real-world soccer, providing more sophisticated ball control, and physical interaction between
players. In addition, players now move, behave and position themselves more realistically. On
attack, players analyze space more effectively, curve their runs in an attempt to stay onside,
create passing lanes naturally, and drive for more variety in attacking options. On defense, new
concepts like position priority enable defenders to multitask so dangerous spaces left open by
teammates out of position are covered. Plus, slide tackle targeting, press marking, and
better-urgency clearance logic provide new options that make defending a tactical skill in FIFA
Soccer In goal, a myriad of improvements and refinements to goalkeeper intelligence result in a
more responsive and powerful rushing system and ultra-realistic saves. Better balance on lofted
through balls, improved goalkeeper intelligence, more realistic shooting mechanics with less
shots hitting the goal posts, a practice arena to perfect skills, and a more immersive soccer
experience through continuous play and quick free kicks are just a few of the issues raised by
fans and addressed in FIFA Soccer Three new innovations revealed today at E3 have been
developed to change the player control experience in FIFA Soccer The first-ever true degree
dribbling system gives players finer control of the ball, enabling them to find spaces between
defenders that previously were not possible. Using an all-new animation technology, skilled
dribblers now have the ability to face the defender and use highly responsive lateral dribbling to
skip past him. An innovative concept called Freedom in Physical Play enables players to
perform wider dribble touches and new collision sharing creates a varied, less predictable, and
extended fight for possession between the dribbler and a defender. FIFA Soccer 10 also
features a deeper iteration of the ever-popular Manager Mode with more than 50 major
improvements, including new match realism, realistic player transfers based on multiple
decision points, and true-to-life player growth curves. Assassin's Creed II is the product of over
two years of intensive development by the original creative team behind the Assassin's Creed
brand. In a vast open world environment, the game invites players to incarnate Ezio, a privileged
young noble in Renaissance Italy who's been betrayed by the rival ruling families of Italy. Ezio's
subsequent quest for vengeance plunges players into an epic story that offers more variety in
missions, surprising and engaging new gameplay elements, diverse weapons and a profound
character progression that appeal to fans of the original Assassin's Creed as well as entice
players new to the brand. For non-stop competitive action, players can choose from two
multiplayer options: two-player Duel mode, or Peg Party mode, where up to four players can

compete against one another simultaneously. Play as one of four new vault hunters facing off
against a massive new world of creatures, psychos and the evil mastermind, Handsome Jack.
Make new friends, arm them with a bazillion weapons and fight alongside them in 4 player co-op
or split-screen on a relentless quest for revenge and redemption across the undiscovered and
unpredictable living planet. Online Gameplay Improved â€” This year the online gameplay
experience has been vastly improved and will detect and respond better to adverse network
conditions along with reduced bandwidth to help the speed and flow of online gameplay. User
Controlled Pick-Offs â€” Surprise a base runner with a quick move or lull him to sleep with our
new pick-off mechanism. Custom Music, Fan Yells, and Chants â€” Assign music or a recording
to an entire team, edit tracks to assign batter walk-up music, or record your own voice and
assign it to play for the team or player during the situation of your choice. In God of War:
Collection, players will experience the dark world of Ancient Greece through Kratos, a brutal
warrior determined to murder the God of War and alter what no mortal has ever changed
Assuming the role of Sev, a battle-hardened veteran and a member of the special forces unit
known as the Legion, players lead a group of highly trained soldiers on a mission to take out
the Helghast threat. For Sev and his squad, the invasion of Helghan is just the beginning.
Tasked with securing Pyrrhus, the Capital City, the team quickly discovers that the Helghast are
a formidable enemy on their home planet. Not only have they adjusted to the planet's hostile
conditions, they have also harnessed a source of power they can now use against the ISA. Sev
discovers his squad isn't just fighting enemy forces â€” their fiercest opponent may be the
planet itself. There, the imprisoned super-villains have set a trap and an immersive combat
gaming experience unfolds. With an original script penned by Emmy Award-winning Batman
writer Paul Dini, the game brings the universe of DC Comics' detective to life with stunning
graphics. Batman: Arkham Asylum offers players the chance to battle Gotham's worst villains
with Batman's physical and psychological strength in a graphically distinct and story-driven
game. Rayman Legends is the follow-up to Rayman Origins and brings multiplayer interactions
for you to employ. The Glade of Dreams is in trouble again. During a year nap, the nightmares
multiplied and spread, creating new monsters even scarier than before. These creatures are the
stuff of legendâ€¦ Dragons, giant toads, sea monsters, and even evil luchadores. With the help
of Murfy, Rayman and Globox awake and must now help fight these nightmares and save the
Teensies. Prepare to die Dare yourself to engage against intense gameplay in a vast world
powered by a new engine. Immerse yourself into mind-bending environments filled with new
twisted monsters and deadly bosses. More intricate customization options provide weapons
and armor tailoring to player style. With Far Cry 3, players step into the shoes of Jason Brody, a
man alone at the edge of the world, stranded on a mysterious tropical island. In this savage
paradise where lawlessness and violence are the only sure thing, players dictate how the story
unfolds, from the battles they choose to fight to the allies or enemies they make along the way.
As Jason Brody, players will slash, sneak, detonate and shoot their way across the island in a
world that has lost all sense of right and wrong. FIFA Soccer 12 brings a new physics engine
into the soccer gameplay. Vault-Tec engineers have worked around the clock on an interactive
reproduction of Wasteland life for you to enjoy from the comfort of your own vault. Included is
an expansive world, unique combat, shockingly realistic visuals, tons of player choice, and an
incredible cast of dynamic characters. Every minute is a fight for survival against the terrors of
the outside world â€” radiation, Super Mutants, and hostile mutated creatures. Vault - Jewel of
the Wastes. For years, Vault has faithfully served the surviving residents of Washington DC and
its environs, now known as the Capital Wasteland. Though the global atomic war of left the US
all but destroyed, the residents of Vault enjoy a life free from the constant stress of the outside
world. Yet one fateful morning, you awake to find that your father has defied the Overseer and
left the comfort and security afforded by Vault for reasons unknown. Leaving the only home
you've ever known, you emerge from the Vault into the harsh Wasteland sun to search for your
father, and the truth. Road to the Show 3. Franchise Mode 2. Improvements include the long
awaited man roster! The drills will be of various concentrations of the game. These drills are a
perfect way to polish and improve your baseball skills in The Show. Details and subtleties play a
huge role in legitimizing a game and helping you lose yourself in the suspension of disbelief.
MLB 09 The Show sinks it's teeth into the details with realistic stadiums and signage, wear and
tear on field, dusk to night lighting transitions, stadium Jumbotron animations and even crowd
atmosphere - reaching up for foul balls out of play and home runs in addition to crowd rivalries
and weather appropriate clothing. The critically acclaimed single-player experience of
Assassin's Creed is back and better than ever as Ezio returns in an epic struggle against the
powerful Templar Order. Now a legendary Master Assassin, he must journey into Italy's greatest
city, Rome, center of power, greed and corruption to strike at the heart of the enemy. Defeating
the corrupt tyrants entrenched there will require not only strength, but leadership, as Ezio

commands an entire Brotherhood that will rally to his side. Only by working together can the
Assassins defeat their mortal enemies. In Okami, the legendary monster Orochi has come back
to life and turned the world into a veritable wasteland. Players must assume the role of a wolf,
an embodiment of the sun god Amaterasu, which is capable of wielding unimaginable power.
The state of the world lies in gamer's hands as they must fight ominous beings and reclaim the
earth from a curse that plagues it. It is crucial to help Amaterasu make the world a place where
all living creatures can dwell once again. LIMBO, a black and white puzzle-platforming
adventure, puts players in the role of a young boy traveling through an eerie and treacherous
world in an attempt to discover the fate of his sister. For the first time ever, all dribble moves
have been mapped to the right analog stick, as well as shooting, passing, and post moves.
String together devastating crossovers and clutch shots for maximum control and
effectiveness. Shots are now dynamically created on the fly, with all-new collision physics
created in real-time. Each player has individualized abilities that can alter the course of a game.
Improved fast break passing gives players more control. The Eliminator game mode allows you
to release all that pent-up aggression as you use the full arsenal of Wipeout weaponry to
destroy your opponents. Forget those racing lines; this is all about destruction, with the victor
being the first to reach the target score. Zone Battle is about risk and reward. Acceleration is
automatic as you swoop over zone pads to fill your zone bar. Your choice is whether to use the
bar to increase your speed and boost your ship ever closer to the target zone or absorb it to
replenish vital lost energy. Detonator mode introduces a brand new ship model to the game that
tests both your piloting skills and your shooting accuracy as you accelerate through as many
as 14 stages. Score points by destroying the mines that have been strewn along the track and
take out the bomb on each stage to earn additional points. The more accurate you are the more
points and bonuses you will score. Lead your troops in fierce battles to defeat the alien front,
and rescue civilians in crowded cities and remote outlands around the world. Construct and
expand your XCOM headquarters, recruit and coach up unique soldiers to thrust into battle, and
research alien tech to enhance and multiply your weapons and capabilities. Mix and match
aliens and soldiers and synthesize abilities to outwit and overpower your alien opponents.
Demon's Souls promises to be the hardcore action RPG experience PS3 owners have been
waiting for since the platform's launch. Revolutionary online features support your adventure
like never before, presenting seamless interconnectivity that serves in every instance to
enhance the single-player game. Team up with two other players in simultaneous cooperative
play, working together to topple some of the game's colossal bosses, or force your way into the
games of skilled players and challenge them to PvP battle. Leave hints and clues for those who
will follow in your footsteps; either intentionally or through your own inadvertent demise, your
bloodstains will allow your successors to view a replay of your death, hinting at how to avoid
your gruesome fate. Need for Speed Hot Pursuit players will experience the thrill of the chase
and the rush of the escape as they play through full careers as both a cop and a racer â€” solo
or connected. The blistering speeds, brutal busts and heart-stopping getaways are all
connected via Need for Speed Autolog. This network not only connects friends for epic head-to
head pursuits and races, but also enables players to compare performances and stats, thereby
setting the stage for the ultimate in friendly competition. EA returns to the field with another
installment in its long-running soccer series. In Deus Ex: Human Revolution you play Adam
Jensen, a security specialist, handpicked to oversee the defense of one of America's most
experimental biotechnology firms. But when a black ops team breaks in and kills the scientists
you were hired to protect, everything you thought you knew about your job changes. At a time
when scientific advancements are routinely turning athletes, soldiers and spies into
super-enhanced beings, someone is working very hard to ensure mankind's evolution follows a
particular path. You need to discover why - because the decisions you take and the choices you
make will be the only things that can determine mankind's future. A Noire is an interactive
detective story set in the classic noir period of the late 's. It blends action, detection and
complex storytelling and draws players into an open-ended challenge to solve a series of
gruesome murders. Set in a perfectly recreated Los Angeles before freeways, with a post-war
backdrop of corruption, drugs and jazz, L. Noire truly blends cinema and gaming. The action in
Dishonored takes place in Dunwall, an industrial whaling city where unusual
steampunk-inspired technology and other-worldly forces coexist in the dark shadows. You play
the role of the once-trusted bodyguard of the beloved Empress. Framed for her murder, you
become an infamous assassin, known only by the eerily disturbing mask that has become your
claim to fame. In a time of uncertainty, when the city is besieged by plague and ruled by a
corrupt government armed with industrial technologies, dark forces conspire to thrust upon you
abilities beyond those of any typical man â€” but at a cost. The truth behind your betrayal is as
murky as the waters encircling the city, and the life you once had has slipped away forever.

Hero Isaac Clarke returns for another heart-pounding adventure, taking the fight to the
Necromorphs in this thrilling action-horror experience. New tools to gruesomely slice and
dismember the Necromorphs complement Isaac's signature Plasma Cutter, empowering him as
he meets new characters, explores epic Zero-G environments, and fights against a relentless
necromorph onslaught. Survival isn't the only thing on Isaac's mind in Dead Space 2 â€” this
time, he calls the shots. After saving countless planets from dreadful doom and earning
intergalactic mega-celebrity status in the process, Ratchet and Clank have taken some
well-deserved RandR -- again. Yet, Ratchet remains restless. An orphan of the universe, he has
never known anything of his past, his family, or his Lombax origins. And no one, not even
Clank, can fill that void. Unfortunately for Ratchet, someone else is equally interested in
Ratchet's origins: Emperor Percival Tachyon. In his thirst for revenge, the vile tyrant of an
ancient race of foul insect-like monsters called Cragmites has festered an age-old grudge and is
bent on wiping the last-known Lombax off the universe. As Tachyon's forces ambush Ratchet
and Clank in their home galaxy, our heroes realize they need to escape quickly to prevent its
destruction. In a move of desperate irony, Ratchet and Clank steal Tachyon's imperial warship
and embark upon an adventure bigger than any they've experienced- one that will not only
unravel the mystery of the Lombaxes, but also test the very limits of their friendship. Games
included in The Orange Box compilation: The original Half-Life 2 - The player again picks up the
crowbar of research scientist Gordon Freeman, who finds himself on an alien-infested Earth
being picked to the bone, its resources depleted, its populace dwindling. Freeman is thrust into
the unenviable role of rescuing the world from the wrong he unleashed back at Black Mesa. And
a lot of people - people he cares about - are counting on him. Freeman, who must immediately
face the repercussions of his actions in City 17 and the Citadel. Freeman reconnects with Alyx
Vance and her robot, Dog, as they continue their support of the resistance's battle against the
Combine forces. Half-Life 2: Episode Two -- the second installment in Valve's episodic trilogy
advances the award-winning story, leading the player to new locations outside of City Portal - a
pioneering type of single player action game that rewrites the rules for how players approach
and manipulate their environment â€” much like how Half-Life 2's Gravity Gun reinvented the
way gamers interact with objects in the game. Team Fortress 2 - an all-new version of the
legendary title that spawned team based multiplayer action games. The game's daring new art
style features the most advanced graphics of any Source-based game released to date. It's the 1
selling and rated NBA series that everyone is playing - from the most elite NBA athletes and
superstars to the local court gym rats. Project Dark Working Title is a brand new dark fantasy
RPG designed to completely embrace the concepts of tension in dungeon exploration, fear in
encountering enemies, the joy of new discoveries, and a high sense of achievement in
progressing. The game is set in a dark fantasy world filled with decadent atmosphere, with a
heavy emphasis on player freedom in discovering various tactics and strategies to use in
weapon based combat. Adding to the experience is the introduction of three-part vocal
harmonies to game play, allowing gamers to revel in the unparalleled vocal stylings of the Fab
Four. Beatles fans will also be thrilled to hear previously unreleased authentic voice recordings
from John, Paul, George and Ringo chatting between takes during studio sessions recorded at
Abbey Road more than four decades ago. The game follows The Beatles to where story mode
culminates with their final performance on the rooftop of the Apple Corps Headquarters.
Featured in the set are the Rickenbacker and Gretsch Duo Jet guitars - hailed as two of the
celebrated, signature instruments played by John Lennon and George Harrison throughout their
careers. Rounding out the set is a Ringo Starr inspired, Ludwig-branded Rock Band 2 drum set
with a classic pearl finish and vintage remake of a Beatles kick drum head. Powered by an
all-new Real-Time Physics Engine, NHL 11 lets you create highlight reel moments as you
experience adrenaline-pumping NHL action with bigger hits, broken sticks, and faster dangles.
In the bold and often-bloody Dead Space gamers step into a third-person sci-fi survival horror
experience that delivers psychological thrills and gruesome action. Set in the cold blackness of
deep space, the atmosphere is soaked with a feeling of tension, dread and sheer terror. In Dead
Space, players step into the role of engineer Isaac Clarke â€” an ordinary man on a seemingly
routine mission to fix the communications systems aboard a deep space mining ship. It is not
long before Isaac awakes to a living nightmare when he learns that the ship's crew has been
ravaged by a vicious alien infestation. He must fight through the dead silence and darkness of
deep space to stay alive. NHL 09 builds on the momentum of last year, with innovative controls,
added depth and new features designed to help newcomers jump into the series. The Skill Stick
System evolves to bring an unparalleled level of control to the defensive side of the puck. The
all new Defensive Skill Stick gives you the ability to sweep your stick to block passing lanes and
lift an opponent's stick to prevent one-timers. Take your game online with 6 vs. Players new to
the series can now shoot, pass and check with ease. NHL 09 features Be A Pro, a game mode

that puts you on the ice with a dynamic new 3rd person camera that allows you to play the role
of one player. With a performance tracker grading your progress in more than 50 categories,
you know exactly where you need to improve to become the next NHL superstar. The NHL
franchise that has won 19 sports game of the year awards over the past two years begins a new
era with gameplay innovations that promise to deliver a new standard of toughness, the
emotion of playoff hockey on the ice and in the arena, and over gameplay refinements that
replicate the skill and finesse that every fan sees throughout the NHL playoffs. A new
first-person fighting engine enables players to trade punches with an NHL tough guy. Feel what
its like to be on the ice in the skates of an NHL player to throw and dodge punches. Grab and
tug an opponent's jersey to land a punch that ignites the fans and sparks your team to victory.
Challenge a skill player and an opposing team tough guy will step in to settle the score. On ice
toughness and intimidation is taken to a new level in NHL 10 where winning one-on-one battles
for possession of the puck along the boards becomes a test of will and skill. Utilizing an all-new
board physics engine, players can use their body to shield the puck on the boards and then
kick-pass it to teammates. Bigger, stronger players pin opponents to the boards while fanatical
fans bang on the glass, just like real life. Fore-check defenders, pressure the puck and finish
checks to intimidate your opponent into mistakes. Players fatigue, bobble passes, and avoid
collisions under threat of constant physical pressure. Inspire teammates, ignite the fans and
change the momentum of a game by instigating scrums, drawing penalties, and mixing it up - all
after the referee blows the whistle! A year-old clue in the coffin of Sir Francis Drake sets a
modern-day fortune hunter on an exploration for the fabled treasure of El Dorado, leading to the
discovery of a forgotten island in the middle of the Pacific Ocean. The search turns deadly when
Nathan Drake becomes stranded on the island and hunted by mercenaries. Outnumbered and
outgunned, Drake and his companions must fight to survive as they begin to unravel the terrible
secrets hidden on the Island. Using maps and ancient artifacts, uncover clues and unravel
mysteries to find a forgotten island and a treasure that was thought to have never existed.
Explore exotic locations. Traverse through living jungles and spectacular year-old ruins.
Drake's companions and allies play an important role in the adventure through cooperative
mechanics, gun play and exploration. Experience fast-paced gunplay: use a variety of
environmental elements for cover, shoot enemies off of moving vehicles in high speed chases
and more. Use an array of hand-to-hand fighting moves to put your enemy off balance. Anything
from wild haymaker punches to running drop-kicks. Naughty Dog's advanced animation
techniques allow Nathan to switch seamlessly between movements and achieve a whole new
level of believability in gameplay. Nathan can reload his weapon while dodging bullets and find
cover behind a wall, all in one smooth natural motion. The year is Pirates rule the waters of the
Caribbean and have established a lawless Republic. Among these outlaws is a lethal young
captain named Edward Kenway. His notorious exploits earn the respect of legends like
Blackbeard, but draw him into an ancient war that may destroy everything the pirates have built
for themselves. In this installment, the Bad Company crew again find themselves in the heart of
the action, where they must use every weapon and vehicle at their disposal to survive. In
Battlefield: Bad Company 2, the 'B' company fight their way through snowy mountaintops,
dense jungles and dusty villages. With a heavy arsenal of deadly weapons and a slew of
vehicles to aid them, the crew set off on their mission and they are ready to blow up, shoot
down, blast through, wipe out and utterly destroy anything that gets in their way. Total
destruction is the name of the game, delivered as only the DICE next generation Frostbite
engine can. Ellie returns as new light is shed on her relationship with Riley, her best friend from
the military boarding school in which they both grew up. The two sneak out of their school for
the last time, leading to a series of events that might forever change their lives. User Score: 4.
As Ryu Hayabusa you are out to seek revenge after your clan is massacred by the Vigor Empire.
Realistic battle actions and acrobatic ninja moves are at your finger-tips. You play with only
your wits, your ninja skills, and your deadly sword. Slice down opponents in the Vigor Empire
as you attempt to beat the Holy Emperor and reclaim the magic sword "Ryuken". Bringing the
classic to the PlayStation 3, Ninja Gaiden Sigma is a more "complete version" of the Xbox Team
Ninja title, with new moves, actions, and weapons for Hayabusa. Also added is a new playable
character -- Racheal, one of the series' heroines, will be playable, and when using her, you'll get
to experience the storyline from her perspective with new cutscenes, attack moves and more.
Treyarch is developing the next installment in the Call of Duty franchise, rumored to be set
during the Cold War. Set approximately 10 years after the events of the original BioShock, the
halls of Rapture once again echo with sins of the past. Along the Atlantic coastline, a monster
has been snatching little girls and bringing them back to the undersea city of Rapture. You are
the very first Big Daddy as you travel through the decrepit and beautiful fallen city, chasing an
unseen foe in search of answers and your own survival. Multiplayer in BioShock 2 provides a

rich prequel experience that expands the BioShock gameplay. Set during the fall of Rapture,
players assume the role of Plasmid test subject in the underwater city that was first explored in
the original BioShock. Players will need to use all the elements of the game's toolset to survive
as the full depth of the BioShock experience is refined and transformed into a unique
multiplayer experience that can only be found in Rapture. Featuring a re-written gameplay
engine, EA Sports Fight Night Round 4 adds a variety of fighting styles and boxer differentiation
to authentically emulate the greatest fighters of all time. Pressure your opponent with the
brawling inside style of young Mike Tyson, bobbing and weaving to set up powerful hooks and
uppercuts. Capitalize on Muhammad Ali's reach, hand speed and fleetness of foot to bewilder
your opponent with lightning fast jabs and straights from the outside. For the first time, EA
Sports Fight Night Round 4 gives you the opportunity to pit these legendary heavyweights
against one another and name a true champ. No fight will be the same with an all-new
physics-based animation system that recreates the full spectrum of true-to-life punch impacts,
giving boxers a devastating arsenal of punches, blocks and ring movement. The new physics
system allows for missed punches, glancing punches, knockout blows and for the first time
ever, rough and tumble inside fighting. Fatigue, adrenaline, footwork and timing all come into
play as you hammer away at your opponents. Set in the s, this DLC adds 4 new multiplayer
maps, 15 new weapons, and six vehicles. Call of Duty: Modern Warfare 3 is a direct sequel to
the previous game in the series, Call of Duty: Modern Warfare 2, with a campaign storyline
continuing the struggle of U. Together with classic Call of Duty multi-character control, Modern
Warfare 3 contains deep multiplayer support, including two-player Co-op Survival mode. The
game also contains all-new Kill Streak categories and customizable strike packages that offer
more options for player combat styles and strategies. User Score: 3. Inspired by Lionel Messi,
experience the freedom and control to be more creative in attack. Face an opponent to threaten
attack while moving with the ball in any direction utilizing precise dribble touches to dodge
tackles, or turn and shield the ball, holding off defenders for longer stretches. Burnout Paradise
proves that crashing is awesome! Now the development team can realize their original vision for
the Burnout franchise: an open world environment where you can do anything, anywhere,
anytime. Feel the adrenaline course through your veins as you take to the road for the first time
in Paradise City, where the action is all around you. Explore the city, discover events, and look
for the best opportunities to crash, jump and pull signature takedowns. In Burnout Paradise
you're given the keys to the city, but it's up to you to earn the keys to the meanest and most
dangerous cars on the street, and earn your Burnout license. Packed with the most powerful
race cars - new and classic, circuit and drift - players compete to conquer the most prestigious
official race tracks and championships then beyond to compete in challenging city-based
competitions, and then on through to road events and urban street races. The drama, the
rivalries, the aggression and the crashes; this is not a game about collecting cars or spending
all of your time in the front-end tuning suspension settings or designing liveries. Codemasters
wants to make racing exciting again. Gamers compete on Europe's greatest official race tracks
in prestige Marques including Aston Martin, Koenigsegg and Pagani. Iconic cities across the U.
S, including San Francisco, Washington DC and Detroit - each with their own atmosphere and
events - play host to diverse street races, where high-performance V8 muscle cars set the pace
in aggressive, closely fought pack competitions. And in the Far East, Japanese racing culture
sets the tone where night races, including Drift racing, takes drivers through neon illuminated
cities and to outlying mountain roads. There's also the opportunity to compete in races that
operate on the fringes of legality in the back streets and industrial areas of Yokohama. Capcom
stays true to the foundation of the popular game by utilizing the original game code, while
creating a fresh upgraded experience with new artwork and high resolution p graphics. All of
the art has been completely redrawn and created by UDON Comics, which currently publishes
the official Street Fighter comic and is responsible for the new contemporary look of the Street
Fighter franchise. Bison and Akuma. One to two player head-to-head play either offline or
online. Single player vs. Player vs. Training mode helps fighters hone their skills. Numerous
online features: In-game voice chatting between players; Matchmaking flexibility through
multiple options; Personal and friends statistics tracking; Worldwide rankings and
leaderboards. In the 13th hierarchical city, Kagutsuchi, the Librarium regulates the amazing
power of Armagus, a fusion of magic and technology. Currently they are after a wanted criminal
named Ragna The Bloodedge, also known as Death, who wants to destroy the Librarium. Due to
Ragna possessing a powerful form of Armagus known as the Azure Grimoire, people far and
wide are after not only his bounty, but his grimoire as well. This is where our story begins.
Experience the beauty of high-resoluti on, hand-drawn sprites on 3D backgrounds, all in
glorious high-definition. Online Battle Action. Get ready to take the action online and battle the
best players from all over the world! Console Exclusive Modes. BlazBlue features the following

console-only modes: Arcade, Vs, Practice, and a completely fleshed-out Story Mode that tells
the tales of each character. Over 10 unique combatants to choose from! Choose a character that
represents your own fighting style, like the lightning-fast Taokaka or the wickedly powerful
Tager. Drive your way to victory! Use the unique "Drive Attacks" specific to each character to
decimate your opponent. Depending on the character, control the elements like wind and ice, or
even absorb the life force from your opponents. A plethora of offensive and defensive options
at your disposal! Monkey Island 2 Special Edition: LeChuck's Revenge will allow for direct
control of Guybrush, allowing players to forego the old point-and-click system of navigation if
they choose, and will include an interactive object hint system that can be used to highlight
objects of interest in the environment. Players will also be able to get a glimpse of yesteryear
with an in-game art viewer offering up classic glimpses of select areas of the game. Powered by
the third generation of the EA SPORTS football engine, FIFA 09 features more than core
gameplay additions and enhancements that deliver the most responsive, intelligent and realistic
action ever for the series. Enjoy turning defenders with more controlled dribbling and ball
control, snapping off precision shots with improved first-time shooting mechanics and firing
beautifully timed passes with greater accuracy, placing the ball exactly where you want it. Plus,
players now behave according to their physical attributes with larger, stronger players
dominating collisions, battles for control of the ball, and position in challenges for two player
headers. For the first time, go inside the game engine to customize the positioning and support
play of your teammates and decide exactly how your team will play in any situation. Now you
are the player, coach and manager! You have the power to adjust and customize tactical
settings so CPU players and your team perform just like the real-world team plays or how you
think it should play. Dirt 3 takes Codemasters' off-road series back to its rallying roots. It's
exactly as cute as it is horrible and sad, just like nature itself! It also has lots of really pretty p
art that should make your HDTV happy. In addition to an expansive single-player campaign, Max
Payne 3 is the first entry in the series to introduce a thorough multiplayer experience. In a
unique twist, Max Payne 3 multiplayer delivers an experience that dynamically alters maps and
mode progression for all players in a match. Along with traditional multiplayer modes, Max
Payne 3 also includes a deep reward and leveling system, persistent clans and multiple
strategic load-out options. The final episode of a five-part game series set in Robert Kirkmans
award-winning zombie apocalypse. Experience a gripping psychological thriller filled with
innumerable twists and turns, where choices and actions can result in dramatic consequences.
Spanning four days of mystery and suspense, the hunt is on for a murderer known only as the
Origami Killer - named after his macabre calling card of leaving behind folded paper shapes at
crime scenes. Four characters, each following their own leads and with their own motives, must
take part in a desperate attempt to prevent the killer from claiming a new victim. An intense and
gritty story of the origins of Lara Croft and her ascent from frightened young woman to
hardened survivor in Tomb Raider. Treachery within the group leads to a devastating series of
events. Will the tough choices you made in episodes one and two come back to haunt you or
prove to be worthwhile decisions? Step into the neon-soaked underground of s Miami as bizarre
messages on your answering machine seem to be urging you to commit terrible acts of violence
- but will you obey? Hotline Miami reeks of raw brutality and skull crushing close combat as you
find yourself outgunned and using your wits to choreograph your way through impossible
situations. Its visual style, a driving soundtrack, and a surreal plot will have you question your
own thirst for blood. Bash and blast through over 20 multiscreen levels with 35 unique weapons
and collect 25 game-altering masks. BlazBlue: Continuum Shift inherits all the key features of
its predecessor while adding a few twists of its own. With new modes like Beginner Mode and
Tutorial Mode, even fighting game beginners can pull off combos like the pros and dive right
into the action. Taking players on an exhilarating World Tour, DiRT 2 delivers over stunning
events, including aggressive, multi-vehicle races and intense solo challenges, set in the most
diverse and demanding real-world environments. From the muddy tracks of the Malaysian
rainforest to spectator-packed stadiums in London and Los Angeles, racers compete in
contemporary off-road race disciplines covering Rallycross, Trailblazer, Raid, Landrush, and
Rally. Embracing the culture and new heroes of modern off-road racing, DiRT 2 features an
exciting line-up of the best new rally drivers - including the multi medal-winning Subaru Rally
Team USA driver Ken Block alongside Travis Pastrana, Dave Mirra, and Tanner Faust, who help
players build their racing career. As the spiritual successor to BioWare's "Baldur's Gate", one of
the most successful role-playing games in the industry, Dragon Age: Origins represents
BioWare's return to its roots, delivering a fusion of the best elements of existing fantasy works
with stunning visuals, emotionally-driven narrative, heart-pounding combat, powerful magic
abilities and credible digital actors. Powerful Magic â€” Raining down awesome destruction on
enemies is even more compelling as players apply "spell combos," a way of combining together

different spells to create emergent unique effects. Players develop their characters and gain
powerful special abilities spells, talents and skills and discover ever-increasing weapons of
destruction. With its emotionally compelling story, players choose with whom they wish to
forge alliances or crush under their mighty fist, redefining the world with the choices they make
and how they wield their power. Players select and play a unique prelude that provides the lens
through which the player sees the world and how the world sees the player. The player's choice
of Origin determines who they are and where they begin the adventure, as they play through a
customized story opening that profoundly impacts the course of every adventure. Bionic
Commando Rearmed sees a return of the intense 2D side-scrolling, shooting, and grappling
action from the much-loved Bionic Commando on the Nintendo Entertainment System. Bionic
Commando Rearmed brings the amazing gameplay up to date with new visuals, new weapons,
online rankings, a reworked musical score, and the addition of a two-player co-op mode. Local
multiplayer mode for up to four players. Total modern visual revamp, including dynamic
shadows, particle effects, and environmental damage. Reworking of musical score. Cross-game
interoperability - complete specific parts of Bionic Commando Rearmed to unlock new content
and hints for the Bionic Commando sequel. In-game art designed by one of Capcom's most
talented artists, Toshiaki Mori. Essential Links. Highs and Lows. Highest of the Month. Lowest
of the Month. Grand Theft Auto V Platform: PlayStation 3 September 17, Los Santos is a vast,
sun-soaked metropolis full of self-help gurus, starlets and once-important, formerly-known-as
celebrities. Metascore: 97 User Score: 8. Batman: Arkham City Platform: PlayStation 3 October
18, Developed by Rocksteady Studios, Batman: Arkham City builds upon the intense,
atmospheric foundation of Batman: Arkham Asylum, sending players soaring into Arkham City,
the new maximum security "home" for all of Gotham City's thugs, gangsters and insane
criminal masterminds. Metascore: 96 User Score: 8. LittleBigPlanet Platform: PlayStation 3
October 27, In LittleBigPlanet Players meet on a blue and green planet scattered with individual
plots â€” and use their character's amazing abilities to play, create and share what they build
with other gamers throughout the world via the Playstation Network. Red Dead Redemption
Platform: PlayStation 3 May 18, Developed by Rockstar San Diego, as a follow up to the hit
game Red Dead Revolver, Red Dead Redemption is a Western epic, set at the turn of the 20th
century when the lawless and chaotic badlands began to give way to the expanding reach of
government and the spread of the Industrial Age. The Last of Us Platform: PlayStation 3 June
14, Twenty years after a pandemic radically transformed known civilization, infected humans
run amuck and survivors kill one another for sustenance and weapons - literally whatever they
can get their hands on. Metascore: 95 User Score: 9. Portal 2 Platform: PlayStation 3 April 19,
Portal 2 is the sequel to the title named "Game of the Year" by over 30 publications around the
world. Metascore: 95 User Score: 8. BioShock Infinite Platform: PlayStation 3 March 26, Once
conceived as a floating symbol of American ideals at a time when the United States was
emerging as a world power, Columbia has been dispatched to distant shores with great fanfare
by a captivated public. Metascore: 94 User Score: 8. Call of Duty: Modern Warfare 2 Platform:
PlayStation 3 November 10, Modern Warfare 2 continues the gripping and heart-racing action as
players face off against a new threat dedicated to bringing the world to the brink of collapse.
Call of Duty 4: Modern Warfare Platform: PlayStation 3 November 5, [Metacritic's PS3 Game of
the Year] As Call of Duty 4: Modern Warfare's single player campaign unfolds, the player is
introduced to new gameplay at every turn â€” one moment you are fast-roping from your Black
Hawk helicopter after storming into the war zone with an armada of choppers, the next you are a
sniper, under concealment, in a Ghillie suit miles behind enemy lines, the next you are engaging
hostiles from an AC gunship thousands of feet above the battlefield. Mass Effect 2 Platform:
PlayStation 3 January 17, The Mass Effect trilogy is an emotionally charged science fiction
adventure set in a vast universe filled with dangerous alien life and mysterious, uncharted
planets. Braid Platform: PlayStation 3 November 12, [Playstation Network] Explore the human
condition and manipulate time as our hero Tim leaps onto the PlayStation Network in the lush,
painterly world of Braid, a puzzle-platformer that takes you from a house in the city on a journey
through a series of worlds to solve puzzles and rescue the princess. Metascore: 93 User Score:
5. Metascore: 92 User Score: 6. Metascore: 92 User Score: 8. Super Street Fighter IV Platform:
PlayStation 3 April 27, The follow-up to Street Fighter IV further redefines the fighting game
genre with classic 2D Street Fighter fighting action, a host of new and returning characters,
more advanced online gameplay, new ultra combos and much more. Journey Platform:
PlayStation 3 March 13, Enter the world of Journey, the third game from indie developers
thatgamecompany creators of "flOw" and "Flower". Metascore: 91 User Score: 7. Rock Band 2
Platform: PlayStation 3 October 19, Rock Band 2 builds upon its foundation as the first music
game to introduce co-operative band gameplay, multiple instruments, a robust online
multiplayer experience, an unrivaled offering of downloadable content and raises the bar by

delivering an entirely new level of depth, connectivity, authenticity and features including:
Backwards compatibility with Rock Band downloadable music content. Metascore: 91 User
Score: 8. Rock Band 3 Platform: PlayStation 3 October 26, Rock Band returns with another
iteration of the popular music game featuring new songs and instruments. FIFA Soccer 10
Platform: PlayStation 3 October 20, On the pitch, critical gameplay fundamentals have been
enhanced to ensure that FIFA Soccer 10 mirrors real-world soccer, providing more
sophisticated ball control, and physical interaction between players. Borderlands 2 Platform:
PlayStation 3 September 18, Play as one of four new vault hunters facing off against a massive
new world of creatures, psychos and the evil mastermind, Handsome Jack. Metascore: 90 User
Score: 6. Far Cry 3 Platform: PlayStation 3 December 4, With Far Cry 3, players step into the
shoes of Jason Brody, a man alone at the edge of the world, stranded on a mysterious tropical
island. Metascore: 90 User Score: 8. Metascore: 90 User Score: 7. Fallout 3 Platform:
PlayStation 3 October 28, Vault-Tec engineers have worked around the clock on an interactive
reproduction of Wasteland life for you to enjoy from the comfort of your own vault. Assassin's
Creed: Brotherhood Platform: PlayStation 3 November 16, The critically acclaimed single-player
experience of Assassin's Creed is back and better than ever as Ezio returns in an epic struggle
against the powerful Templar Order. LIMBO Platform: PlayStation 3 July 19, LIMBO, a black and
white puzzle-platforming adventure, puts players in the role of a young boy traveling through an
eerie and treacherous world in an attempt to discover the fate of his sister. NBA 2K13 Platform:
PlayStation 3 October 2, For the first time ever, all dribble moves have been mapped to the right
analog stick, as well as shooting, passing, and post moves. XCOM: Enemy Unknown Platform:
PlayStation 3 October 9, Lead your troops in fierce battles to defeat the alien front, and rescue
civilians in crowded cities and remote outlands around the world. Metascore: 89 User Score: 8.
Need for Speed: Hot Pursuit Platform: PlayStation 3 November 16, Need for Speed Hot Pursuit
players will experience the thrill of the chase and the rush of the escape as they play through
full careers as both a cop and a racer â€” solo or connected. Metascore: 89 User Score: 7.
Dishonored Platform: PlayStation 3 October 9, The action in Dishonored takes place in Dunwall,
an industrial whaling city where unusual steampunk-inspired technology and other-worldly
forces coexist in the dark shadows. Dead Space 2 Platform: PlayStation 3 January 25, Hero
Isaac Clarke returns for another heart-pounding adventure, taking the fight to the Necromorphs
in this thrilling action-horror experience. The Orange Box Platform: PlayStation 3 December 11,
Games included in The Orange Box compilation: The original Half-Life 2 - The player again picks
up the crowbar of research scientist Gordon Freeman, who finds himself on an alien-infested
Earth being picked to the bone, its resources depleted, its populace dwindling. Dark Souls
Platform: PlayStation 3 October 4, Project Dark Working Title is a brand new dark fantasy RPG
designed to completely embrace the concepts of tension in dungeon exploration, fear in
encountering enemies, the joy of new discoveries, and a high sense of achievement in
progressing. Metascore: 88 User Score: 7. Dead Space Platform: PlayStation 3 October 13, In
the bold and often-bloody Dead Space gamers step into a third-person sci-fi survival horror
experience that delivers psychological thrills and gruesome action. NHL 09 Platform:
PlayStation 3 September 9, NHL 09 builds on the momentum of last year, with innovative
controls, added depth and new features designed to help newcomers jump into the series. NHL
10 Platform: PlayStation 3 September 15, The NHL franchise that has won 19 sports game of the
year awards over the past two years begins a new era with gameplay innovations that promise
to deliver a new standard of toughness, the emotion of playoff hockey on the ice and in the
arena, and over gameplay refinements that replicate the skill and finesse that every fan sees
throughout the NHL playoffs. Uncharted: Drake's Fortune Platform: PlayStation 3 November 16,
A year-old clue in the coffin of Sir Francis Drake sets a modern-day fortune hunter on an
exploration for the fabled treasure of El Dorado, leading to the discovery of a forgotten island in
the middle of the Pacific Ocean. Metascore: 88 User Score: 8. Battlefield: Bad Company 2
Platform: PlayStation 3 March 2, In this installment, the Bad Company crew again find
themselves in the heart of the action, where they must use every weapon and vehicle at their
disposal to survive. The Last of Us: Left Behind Platform: PlayStation 3 February 14, Ellie
returns as new light is shed on her relationship with Riley, her best friend from the military
boarding school in which they both grew up. Metascore: 88 User Score: 4. Metascore: 88 User
Score: 6. BioShock 2 Platform: PlayStation 3 February 9, Set approximately 10 years after the
events of the original BioShock, the halls of Rapture once again echo with sins of the past.
Fight Night Round 4 Platform: PlayStation 3 June 23, Featuring a re-written gameplay engine,
EA Sports Fight Night Round 4 adds a variety of fighting styles and boxer differentiation to
authentically emulate the greatest fighters of all time. Metascore: 88 User Score: 3. Monkey
Island 2 Special Edition: LeChuck's Revenge Platform: PlayStation 3 July 6, Monkey Island 2
Special Edition: LeChuck's Revenge will allow for direct control of Guybrush, allowing players

to forego the old point-and-click system of navigation if they choose, and will include an
interactive object hint system that can be used to highlight objects of interest in the
environment. Metascore: 87 User Score: 8. Metascore: 87 User Score: 7. Max Payne 3 Platform:
PlayStation 3 May 15, In addition to an expansive single-player campaign, Max Payne 3 is the
first entry in the series to introduce a thorough multiplayer experience. Tomb Raider Platform:
PlayStation 3 March 5, An intense and gritty story of the origins of Lara Croft and her ascent
from frightened young woman to hardened survivor in Tomb Raider. Hotline Miami Platform:
PlayStation 3 June 25, Step into the neon-soaked underground of s Miami as bizarre messages
on your answering machine seem to be urging you to commit terrible acts of violence - but will
you obey? Dragon Age: Origins Platform: PlayStation 3 November 3, As the spiritual successor
to BioWare's "Baldur's Gate", one of the most successful role-playing games in the industry,
Dragon Age: Origins represents BioWare's return to its roots, delivering a fusion of the best
elements of existing fantasy works with stunning visuals, emotionally-driven narrative,
heart-pounding combat, powerful magic abilities and credible digital actors. There seems to be
a problem serving the request at this time. Skip to main content. Filter 1. Shop by Category.
Game Name see all. God of War. Call of Duty: Black Ops. Madden NFL Football. Region Code
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Item Location see all. US Only. North America. Delivery Options see all. Free International
Shipping. Show only see all. Returns Accepted. Completed Items. Sold Items. Authorized Seller.
Authenticity Guarantee. More refinements More refinements Shop by Genre. See All - Shop by
Genre. Shop by Game Name. See All - Shop by Game Name. All Auction Buy It Now. Sort: Best
Match. Best Match. View: Gallery View. List View. Only 2 left. F1 Sony PlayStation 3, 5 out of 5
stars. Assassins creed 3 4. Bioshock for PlayStation 3 4. Dark Sector - Playstation 3 4. Benefits
charity. Results Pagination - Page 1 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 You can simply plug a DualShock 4 into a
PS3 to play the games on this list. Select "Register New Device. Simultaneously press and hold
the DualShock 4's "Share" and "PS" buttons until the controller light bar starts blinking. The
controller should then appear in the PS3's list as a "Wireless Controller. The Dualshock 4 has
been confirmed to take advantage of basic tasks and certain games on the PC. It's been shown
running on Steam's Full Screen feature and works in certain games like Hotline Miami plugged
in. You can customize the colour of the lightbar, remap the buttons, and even use the PS4
Controller's touchpad, all with Input Mapper. The DualShock 4 can be used wirelessly on the
PC. Go to the "Control Panel" in the "Start" menu. Then type in the search bar: Devices and
Printers. Then click "Add new device" and hold down the Share and PS Button on the controller
until the Light Bar on the controller starts flashing. The PC will recognize the device as
"Wireless Controller" and then you can register it. PlayStation 4 Wiki Guide. Last Edited: 4 Nov
am. Was this guide helpful? YES NO. In This Wiki Guide. Genres: Hardware. Platforms:
PlayStation 4. Publishers: Sony Computer Entertainment. Table of Contents. Xbox One vs.
Walmart Liquidations is an official liquidation channel for Walmart. Walmart Liquidations
99 s10 headlights
gm alternator wiring diagram 3 wire
honda z50
allows resellers to bid on excess inventory, store returns, and refurbished bulk lots directly
from Walmart. Lots range in size from single pallets up to truckloads of excess inventory, and
typically sell at a fraction of retail MSRP. Common auction items include TVs, electronics,
furniture, bikes, appliances, apparel and more. Almost anything found at a Walmart may be
available in bulk on Walmart Liquidations. For more information about applying and bidding,
visit our FAQ page. Register with Walmart Liquidations To get notifications of upcoming
auctions, you must be approved to bid. Already Registered? Sign In. This website uses cookies
to improve your experience. By viewing our content, you are accepting the use of cookies. To
find out more and change your cookie settings, please view our Privacy Policy. Possible
weather-related shipment delays. Learn more. Bids: Closed: May 4, Closed: May 18, Closed:
May 27, Closed: Jun 26, Register to bid on pallets and truckloads of bulk Walmart.

